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PROBLEM AND MOTIVATION

We are using nanometer-size transistors and Giga Hertz clock frequency in very large scale integration (VLSI). Under such extreme
conditions, timing, power, manufacturability and reliability are all
crucial issues in VLSI design. For example, 50% – 80% of gates in the
high-performance integrated circuit (IC) today are repeaters, which
do not perform useful computation but work for timing closure [40];
over 50% of the chip at around 7nm will be powered off and cannot
be utilized due to the power constraint [26].
The tree structure is the major topology used in VLSI routing.
Optimizing the tree and the forest is essential for a successful design
flow. However, the problems are in general challenging. First, even
for many single-net routing problems, finding an optimal tree from a
huge candidate forest is already NP-hard. Second, for multiple-net
routing, a large number of trees need to be built on the chip by sharing
resources and need to be well coordinated for avoiding conflicts.
Third, in order to achieve a full-flow success, it is also necessary to
foresee routing trees and to consider routability in early stages (e.g.,
placement). We devise efficient and effective algorithms to tackle
the three levels of challenges with not only practical considerations
in VLSI design but also mathematical rigorousness and guarantee.
The three levels of algorithms can be integrated together to help to
resolve the crucial timing, power, manufacturability and reliability
problems in VLSI routing.
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Table 1: Spanning and Steiner Shallow-Light Tree (SLT)
Spanning
Steiner
Rectilinear
Steiner

Shallowest
Lightest
Shallow light
Spanning SPT
MST
Spanning
(O (m + n log n)) (O (m + n log n))
SLT
Steiner SPT
SMT
Steiner
(NP hard)
(NP hard)
SLT
RSMA
RSMT
Rectilinear
(NP hard)
(NP hard)
Steiner SLT

(a) A net on a regular
grid

(b) Spanning SPT
182
(α = 13
13 , β = 39 )

(c) RMST/RSMT
39
(α = 39
13 , β = 39 )

(d) RSMA
13
(α = 13
, β = 54
39 )

(e) Spanning SLT
61
(α = 17
13 , β = 39 )

(f) Steiner SLT
44
(α = 17
13 , β = 39 )

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

For single-net routing, an important problem is the shallow-light
tree (SLT) problem. For a signal net, shallowness implies wire delay,
while lightness implies routing resource usage, power, cell delay and
wire delay [19]. Formally, in a spanning/Steiner tree with shallowness
α and lightness β, each path length is at most α times the shortestpath distance, while the tree weight is β times the minimum tree
¯
¯
weight. For an (ᾱ, β)-SLT,
α ≤ ᾱ and β ≤ β.
It is a well-studied problem if only one of the objectives between
light tree weight and shallow path length is pursued, whether the
domain is the spanning tree or the rectilinear Steiner one. For spanning trees, both minimum spanning tree (MST) and shortest-path tree
(SPT) can be obtained efficiently. For rectilinear Steiner trees, the one
with minimum tree weight is called a rectilinear Steiner minimum
tree (RSMT), while the lightest one with all paths from root being
shortest is a rectilinear Steiner minimum arborescence (RSMA). Both
problems are NP hard [27, 47] but many fast heuristics exist [18, 21].
SLT combines the two objectives together, as TABLE 1 and Figure 1
show [11]. A spanning SLT approximates SPT and MST simultaneously, where the trade-off is in the order of (1 + ϵ, O( ϵ1 )) [32].
Recently, Steiner SLTs are proved to be exponentially lighter than
spanning ones by Elkin and Solomon [24, 25]. The ES algorithm can
efficiently build a Steiner (1 + ϵ, O(log ϵ1 ))-SLT with a time complexity of O(n 2 ). The constants in the bound (1 + 2ϵ, 4 + 2⌈log ϵ2 ⌉) are,
however, quite large.

Figure 1: Routing trees with varied shallowness α and lightness β (root is marked by red).
Besides SLT, we also consider the wirelength and skew minimization in clock trees. Here, skew, the maximum difference in signal
arrival time among all sinks, should be small to ensure timing correctness. There are in general two base formulations for clock tree
construction, zero-skew tree (ZST) and bounded-skew tree (BST).
Many methods have been proposed for building ZSTs. Among
them, deferred-merge embedding (ZST/DME) is a dynamic programming approach [6]. For a given topology, it outputs the locations
of Steiner points achieving zero skew and optimal wirelength. For
determining the topology, Greedy-DME [23] is regarded as the best
algorithm in practice. Nowadays, ZST is not a good choice in practice
due to two reasons. First, ZST is too expensive in wirelength, which
implies excessive power usage [41] and usually comes with larger
path divergence and suffers from more on-chip variations. Second,
ZST is not necessary, considering the large tolerance (due to buffer
insertion and sizing) and the widely-used useful-skew optimization
techniques. Nonetheless, ZST is still useful as it can serve as the
backbone of a BST [7, 53]. Regarding BST, ZST/DME is extended to
BST/DME by generalizing the merging segments to regions [20]. Due
to the more complicated shapes of the merging regions, BST/DME
prunes many possibilities and is not optimal for a given topology.
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same bus is not a hard constraint. The work [36] tries to address the
bus routing problem. It routes a representative bit first and all the
other bits in the bus try to follow the topology of the representative
one. However, the topology may not be achievable due to the lack
of routing resources. To handle this issue, there is a post-refinement
stage where the original bus will be divided into several sub-buses
with different topologies.
To enable a full-flow success, it is also essential to consider routability in early stages. The continuous shrinking of the semiconductor
feature size to 7 nm make the local pin access difficult [51]. The global
routability also becomes more challenging due to ever increasing circuit size. It thus becomes more necessary to improve the routability
of a design before the routing stage. As a general approach, inflating/depopulating cells according to a congestion estimation at g-cell
level, has been successfully applied in both application-specific IC
(ASIC) and field-programmable gate array (FPGA) [30, 35]. Besides,
being programmable, the routing architecture in FPGA is quite different from that in ASIC [2]. There is work [29] considering the
segmented routing of FPGA by graph embedding, but the objective
is timing and congestion actually becomes worse in some cases. In
[16] propose a smooth function to approximate the discrete routing
cost under a nonlinear placement framework. As the major weakness,
both works are not scalable for large designs due to the complicated
problem formulation.
In short, the major limitations of the previous work on VLSI routing are in three folds. First, many works heavily relies on heuristics
without any theoretical guarantee, which means inferior averagecase quality and unpredictable worst-case performance. Second, stepafter-step post processing may be effective in some situations, but
it is insufficient for a comprehensive routing problem where many
factors (e.g., power, timing, manufacturability) need to be simultaneously considered. Third, some methods cannot be scaled to today’s
chip with up to billions of transistors. To overcome the limitations,
we made the following contributions.
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Figure 2: (a) A toy bus with two pins and three bits to. (b) Routing bits one after one. (c) Result of our topology-aware path
planning. (d) Reulst of our track assignment for bits.

With theoretical interest, approximation algorithms are also proposed [7, 53]. The algorithm is not as good as the best heuristics in
practice, but provides several inspirations for this work.
For multiple-net routing, it is challenging to coordinate different nets for a full-chip success. Because of its enormous computational complexity, VLSI routing is usually performed in two stages,
global and detailed. In the global routing stage, the routing space is
split into an array of regular cells (g-cells), where a coarse-grained
routing solution is generated. It optimizes wire length, via count,
routability, timing and other metrics with a global view. Detailed
routing, on the other hand, realizes the global routing solution by
considering exact metal shapes and positions. It takes care of many
complicated detailed design rules due to manufacturability and reliability [54]. Meanwhile, its solution space, a 3D grid graph, is significantly larger than that of global routing. In advanced technology
nodes, detailed routing becomes the most complicated and timeconsuming stage [39]. During the past decade, many approaches
were proposed to complete fast and high-quality global routing with
sustaining progress [28, 37]. However, there is insufficient effort for
exploring efficient and effective detailed routers in academia.
Meanwhile, the continuous development of modern VLSI technology has brought new challenges for on-chip interconnections.
Different from classic net-by-net routing, bus routing requires all the
nets (bits) in the same bus to share similar or even the same topology.
Otherwise, it is very difficult to match the delay of different bits and
close the timing. The techniques of net-by-net routing can hardly
be straightforwardly applied in bus routing due to the difficulty of
maintaining topology consistency. If processing bit by bit (e.g. route
bit 1, 2 and 3 sequentially as in Figure 2 (b)), the latter bits may lack
available track segments to be routed on. There are some previous
works handling issues related to escape routing on printed circuit
board (PCB) designs [33, 38]. However, for typical escape routing on
PCB designs, having the same topology among different bits of the

• We study two fundamental problems for single-net routing
with mathematical rigorousness. Regarding the trade-off between wirelength and path length in signal net, our proposed
Steiner SLT algorithm achieves a best bound of (1 + ϵ, 2 +
⌈log ϵ2 ⌉) [11, 13]. For clock tree, we prove the equivalence
between zero-skew tree problem and hierarchical clustering
problem. The new insight lead us to simple yet more effective
algorithms for pursuing wirelength and skew [12].
• We propose two fast and high-quality routers for two multiplenet routing problems beyound the relatively well-studied
global routing problem. Special design rules are satisfied together with other design rules in a correct-by-construction
manner. For detailed routing, a scalable framework with twolevel sparse data structures and path search capturing the
nontrivial minimum area constraint is designed [10]. In order
to meet the topology consistency constraint in bus routing,
a efficient maze router under a concurrent and hierarchical
scheme is proposed [14].
• We also optimize the routability in early design stages to ensure a full-flow success. In FPGA packing and placement, a
simultaneous packing and placement flow with some FPGArouting-architecture-aware optimization techniques are proposed to achieve both the global and local routability [9, 43,
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Figure 3: Sample run of SALT algoritm (ϵ = 1). (a) Construct
MST TM , where each blue arrow points from a vertex v to its
parent p[v]. (b) Update p[v] and identify breakpoints B (circled
by green) during the DFS on TM , which results to a forest F
with tree roots being B. (c) Obtain the Steiner SPT TB on G[B ∪
{r }], and T = F ∪ TB is the final Steiner SLT.

(a) HC with diameter sum
= d ({p3 , p4 }) + d ({p2 , p3 , p4 }) +
d (P ) = 4 + 10 + 10 = 24.

(b) ZST corresponding to (a) with
wirelength = 12 (24 + 10) = 17.
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44]. For the placement legalization of multi-row cells, a few
routability issues (e.g., edge spacing, pin access, pin short) are
considered besides minimizing the disturbance to the global
placement with routability optimized [34].
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(c) HC with diameter sum
= d ({p3 , p4 })+d ({p1 , p2 })+d (P ) =
4 + 8 + 10 = 22.

3 APPROACH AND UNIQUENESS
3.1 Single-Net Routing
3.1.1 Trade-Off Between Wirelength and Path length. We propose
SALT algorithm for the Steiner SLT on general graphs, where the
trade-off between wirelength and path length is controlled by a parameter ϵ. The algorithm is briefed by Figure 3. SALT first identifies
some breakpoints on an initial topology (MST) and then connect
them to the root by a Steiner SPT, which is similar to ES [25]. However, we propose to use (i) a tighter criterion for identifying breakpoints and (ii) a better initial topology (i.e., an MST instead of a
Hamiltonian path). The bound of SALT algorithm is stated by Theorem 1. To the best of our knowledge, the bound is tighter than all the
previous methods for constructing general-graph spanning/Steiner
SLTs.

𝑝4

(d) ZST corresponding to (c) with
wirelength = 12 (22 + 10) = 16.

Figure 4: Equivalence between zero-skew tree (ZST) and hierarchical clustering (HC) on points P = {p1, p2, p3, p4 }.
linear function of the sum of diameters of its corresponding HC, as
Theorem 2 states.
Theorem 2. For points/sinks P in the Manhatten space, a ZST T
has a wirelength cost lenдth(T ) equivalent to the sum of diameters
Í
v ∈T d(leaves(v)) of its corresponding HC:
1 Õ
lenдth(T ) = (
d(leaves(v)) + d(P))
(1)
2
v ∈T

Proof. Refer to Theorem 4 of [12].

Theorem 1. SALT generates a Steiner (1 + ϵ, 2 + ⌈log ϵ2 ⌉)-SLT.
Proof. Refer to Theorem 3 of [13].

𝑝3



With this new insight, we design an effective O(n log n)-time
iterative merging algorithm for ZST construction, which is also
an O(1)-approximation algorithm. Besides, an optimal trie-based
dynamic programming is proposed, which can also be used to make
efficient local refinement to a sub-optimal ZST.
Based on the improved ZST method, we construct BST by combining RSMT and ZST with a help of a tree decomposition algorithm. A
initial RSMT is decomposed into several subtrees under a constraint
on the maximum distance of each subtree. Our proposed tree decomposition method can optimally minimize the number subtrees
in linear time. The centers of the subtrees are then connected to a
source by ZST and lead to a BST.



When applied to the Manhattan space for VLSI routing, SALT is
simplified with runtime reduced from O(n2 ) to O(n log n). Moreover,
we further decrease path lengths and tree weight by integrating SALT
with the classical RSMA [45] and RSMT [18] algorithms. It provides
a smooth trade-off between RSMA and RSMT controlled by ϵ. This
is similar to what KRY and PD algorithms do for MST and SPT, but
with an exponentially tighter bound. Moreover, three safe refinement
techniques and a shallowness-constrained edge substitution method
are also adopted to further improve the result.
3.1.2 Trade-Off Between Wirelength and Skew. A problem similar to
ZST is the hierarchical clustering (HC) [50]. In HC, each point starts
as a cluster by itself, and pairs of clusters are merged when moving
up the hierarchy. By retrospecting the classical DME algorithm, we
found the equivalence between ZST and HC. First of all, there is
solution correspondence between ZST and HC. To be more specific,
a ZST T implies a HC, where leaves(v) of every v ∈ T is treated
as a cluster, and vice versa (see Figure 4 for two ZST/HC instances
on the same set of points). Moreover, the wirelength of a ZST is a

3.2

Multiple-Net Routing

3.2.1 Detailed Routing. Our detailed routing framework is superiorly scalable in runtime as well as memory usage and provides more
correct-by-construction design rule satisfaction.
To handle a 3D detailed routing grid graph of enormous size, a set
of two-level sparse data structures is designed, as shown in Figure 5.
The global grid graph stores routed edges sparsely by binary search
tree and intervals to enable economic memory usage and fast update.
3

routing region of a net

local grid graph

We propose a stair-step framework that interleaves the packing
and placement stages (briefly illustrated by Figure 6(b)). It not only
makes the optimization flow more smooth and integrated, but also
enables fast feedback of accurate estimation (e.g., routability) from a
final state to an intermediate state. Under this framework, we further
adopt some routing-architecture-aware techniques including partition allocation, CLB slot assignment and alignment optimization,
together with the ASIC-like congestion alleviation methods in global
and detailed placement stages.

routing topology
maze
route

query

cache

record
edge
usage

global grid graph

3.3.2 Routability-Driven Cell Legalization. VLSI placement usually
start with a global placement, where cells may overlap with each
other and may not align with placement sites. A legalization has
to minimize the disturbance to global placement, where routability
has been optimized with a global view. We first devise a incremental legalization method for multi-row-height cells. It inserts a cell
optimally into a window, minimizing an average displacement of
all the cells in the region from their global placement positions. Besides, a few routability issues, including edge spacing, pin short,
and pin access (shown by Figure 7), are either incorporated into
the cost function or converted to hard constraints in the formulation. A bipartite graph matching is then adopted to minimize the
maximum displacement among a group of cells that can exchange
their positions without creating additional violations. Finally, the
minimum-cost flow formulation of the fixed-row-and-order problem
optimizes a weighted sum of the maximum and average displacement, with range constraints on the cell movements to avoid pin
short and pin access violations.

Figure 5: An overview of the two-level grid graph data structures for detailed routing.
When routing a net, a local grid graph is created according to the
routing region of the net. It stores vertex/edge information (e.g., edge
cost) explicitly by direct-address tables, which can be regarded as
a cache of the global grid graph. After a net is routed, its solution
will be record in the global grid graph so that later nets will avoid
conflicting with it.
Since the minimum-area constraint is dynamic in nature and
cannot be captured by the edge cost in the local grid graph, an
optimal correct-by-construction path search algorithm is proposed.
Besides, an efficient bulk synchronous parallel scheme is adopted to
further reduce the runtime usage.

4 RESULTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS
4.1 Single-Net Routing

3.2.2 Bus Routing. We routes all the bits in a bus concurrently,
instead of processing bit after bit. Such concurrency directly captures topology consistency constraint together with other objectives (e.g. wirelength) and constraints (e.g. spacing) in a correctby-construction manner. A hierarchical framework, consisting of
a topology-aware path planning (TAP) and a track assignment for
bits (TAB), is designed for the efficiency. TAP is efficient as it works
on a coarse-grained solution space (see Figure 2 (c)). TAB generates
fine-grained routing solution, which gains efficiency by searching
on the regions provided by TAB only (see Figure 2 (d)). We also
utilize an effective rip-up and reroute scheme to further improve the
routing solution quality.

3.3

For trade-off between wirelength and path length, SALT shows superior performance, compared with both classical and recent routing
tree construction methods (including FLUTE [18], CL [21], ABP [5],
KRY [32], ES [25], Bonn [46], PD [4], and PD-II [3]), which is illustrated by Figure 8. It can be clearly observed that our method has
the best Pareto frontier between RSMT and RSMA.
Figure 9(a) shows the result of BST construction (with # sinks being 16384). Here, our method shows better Pareto frontiers compared
with BST/DME [20]. In general, as the skew bound becomes larger,
a smooth decrease of wirelength from ZST to RSMT can also be observed. Moreover, our method is faster than BST/DME (Figure 9(b)).
For relatively large nets, a 10× speed-up stably exists.

Routability

3.3.1 Routability-Driven FPGA Packing and Placement. In a typical
FPGA implementation flow, after logic synthesis, the netlist consists
of lookup tables (LUTs), flip-flops (FFs), and some coarse-grained
cores. During packing, LUTs and FFs are grouped together into basic
logic elements (BLEs) and then further clustered into configurable
logic blocks (CLBs). After packing, placement legally maps all the
CLB blocks onto the FPGA. A proper packing can fully utilize the
intra-BLE and intra-CLB routing resources and leave sufficient interCLB routing to global connections. However, packing without a physical view of placement may cause many long inter-CLB connetions
and routing hotspots. Not only the convectional flow (pack-place)
but also some recent works (place-pack-place [35], place-pack [42])
suffer from this artificial separation of packing and placement, as
Figure 6(a) shows.

4.2

Multiple-Net Routing

Compared with the most recent works on detailed routing [31, 48],
our detailed router achieves superior quality of result on ISPD 2018
benchmarks [39]. We have 13.7×–394× reduction in design rule
violations together with shorter wirelength and fewer vias used.
Moreover, our detailed routers is 8.2 and 32 times faster than the
two works on average respectively.
For our bus router, we compare it with the winners in a recent
contest [1]. Compared with them, it not only reduces spacing and
short violations greatly but also achieves topology consistency for
all buses. Under the contest evaluation scheme, it achieves the best
total cost in seven out of eight cases. On average, our score is 1.97,
3.28, and 6.90 times better than the first, second and third places. At
4
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Figure 9: Comparison our BST method with BST/DME.

The proposed routability-driven legalizer is first compared with
some state-of-the-art placers [15, 17, 49] for total displacement minimization only. Here, 20%, 17% and 9% improvement can be observed
respectively. When routability constraints and objectives are considered, we compared with the first place of ICCAD 2017 Contest [22].
Our method gets rid of all the edge spacing violations, improves the
pin access by 8.3%, and achieves 18% and 12% reduction in average
and maximum displacement at the same time.
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Figure 8: Comparing SALT with other methods.
the same time, our bus router runs significantly faster than the first
place (with 1.6×–631× speed-up). This indicates the effectiveness
and efficiency of the concurrent and hierarchical scheme for bus
routing.

4.3

Research Impact

My PhD study so far has led to 6 first-authored [8–13] and 4 coauthored [14, 34, 43, 44] publications about VLSI routing in premier
design automation journals and conferences. Our algorithms tackle
the three aspects of challenges, single-net routing, multiple-net routing, and early-stage routability optimization, with the considerations
of both practical VLSI design needs and mathematical rigorousness.
Our theoretical research on shallow-light tree construction has been
recognized by the Best Paper Award of International Conference
on Computer-Aided Design (ICCAD) in 2017. The method has also
been applied in the tool of Synopsys, a major vendor of electronic
design automation. Our dedication in building effective and efficient
routers as well as routability-driven placers has been recognized by
several first and second place awards in ICCAD and International
Symposium on Physical Design (ISPD) contests, hosted by leading
industrial companies including IBM, Xilinx, Cadence, Synopsys, and
Mentor Graphics.

Routability

We use the benchmarks and evaluation flow provided by Xilinx [52]
to evaluate our routability-driven packing and placement for FPGAs.
The routed wirelength reported by the commercial FPGA router is
the quality metric, which requires a truly routing-friendly packing
and placement. Compared with a state-of-the-art work [35], our
approach has 5.1% better routed wirelength and 5.5× speedup.
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